EXECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION FOR GLOBAL POLICY LEADERS

A JOINT PROGRAM WITH NYU WAGNER & UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

The one-year joint degree program trains experienced leaders across the public, nonprofit, and private sectors to analyze complex global problems and implement effective solutions. Students learn to balance the needs of public and private sector actors, promote successful inter-governmental cooperation, and more effectively link policy analysis with policy implementation to help improve human welfare.

A DEGREE THAT OFFERS...

📍 STUDY IN NYC & LONDON: Spend the fall in NYC studying global institutions and policy analysis, the spring in London learning about policy implementation and managing organizational change, and the summer on a client-based project.

📍 A VAST GLOBAL NETWORK: Connect with leading global organizations and alumni from two prominent universities to create a network of international leaders.

📍 ENGAGED & INFLUENTIAL FACULTY: Exceptional scholars and senior practitioners provide a rigorous analytic framework and practical training to equip graduates with the skills needed to advance global policy leadership.

SET THE STAGE FOR A CAREER WITH GLOBAL IMPACT

The Global EMPA program provides powerful connections to help students access the critical pipelines to making significant impact; presents a private speaker series with important leaders in global public service; and arranges visits to international institutions.
FINANCIAL AID

NYU Wagner will assess all applicants for merit-based scholarship opportunities. Approximately 20 percent of students receive a merit award for the duration of their degree program. Students interested in merit aid consideration are encouraged to submit their applications early. For more information about financial aid, please contact us at WAGNER.ADMISSIONS@NYU.EDU.

FULBRIGHT EXECUTIVE MPA AWARD AT NYU WAGNER FOR BRITISH CITIZENS

Learn more about this unique scholarship opportunity: HTTP://WWW.FULBRIGHT.ORG.UK/FULBRIGHT-AWARDS.

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW

Students complete 9 courses, comprised of five required core courses and four elective courses.

REQUIRED COURSES:

- Global Public Policy Analysis (at NYU Wagner)
- Institutions, Governance and Public Sector Reform (at NYU Wagner)
- Policy Implementation (at UCL)
- Managing Organizational Change (at UCL)
- Capstone (in locations across the world)

ELECTIVE COURSES:

Choose from courses offered at NYU Wagner and UCL in a range of areas. Sample elective courses:

- Sustainable Cities in a Comparative Perspective
- Global Health Policy
- International Economic Development: Government, Markets, and Communities
- Design Thinking: A Creative Approach to Problem Solving and Creating Impact
- Comparative Political Economy
- International Trade Policy
- Human Rights Accountability and World Politics

A full list of courses can be found at: WAGNER.NYU.EDU/COURSES/LISTINGS

APPLICATION COMPONENTS:

- U.S. Bachelor’s degree or equivalent
- 5-7 years of management level experience
- 10+ years of work experience
- Application and essays
- Transcript from all undergraduate and graduate institutions attended
- Resume or Curriculum Vitae
- Interview by invitation
- Two letters of recommendation
- GRE or GMAT recommended but not required
- TOEFL required for some applicants
- $85 application fee

APPLICATIONS & DEADLINES:

Apply for Fall 2015 at WAGNER.NYU.EDU/APPLY

Early deadline: DECEMBER 1, 2014
Regular deadline: JANUARY 5, 2015

U.K. residents who are also submitting a Fulbright application should submit their application as early as possible.

LEARN MORE:

Get more details about the Global EMPA program at WAGNER.NYU.EDU/EMPA-GLOBAL

Engage with us on social media:

QUESTIONS?

wagner.admissions@nyu.edu
212.998.7414

wagner.nyu.edu